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LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni� perovskites form a family of materials of significant interest for cathodes of
solid oxide fuel cells �SOFCs�. In this paper ab initio methods are used to study both bulk and surface
properties of relevance for SOFCs, including vacancy formation and oxygen binding energies. A thermody-
namic approach and the density functional theory plus U method are combined to obtain energies relevant for
SOFC conditions �T�800 °C, PO2�0.2 atm�. The impact of varying Ueff �Ueff=U−J� on energy and elec-
tronic structure is explored in detail and it is shown that optimal Ueff values yield significantly better agreement
with experimental energies than Ueff=0 �which corresponds to the standard generalized gradient approxima-
tion�. LaBO3 oxygen vacancy formation energies are predicted to be in the order Fe�Mn�Co�Ni �where the
largest implies most difficult to form a vacancy�. It is shown that �001� BO2 terminated surfaces have 1–2 eV
lower vacancy formation energies and therefore far higher vacancy concentrations than the bulk. The stable
surface species at low temperature are predicted to be the superoxide O2

− for B=Mn, Fe, Co and a peroxide
O2

2− with a surface oxygen for B=Ni. Entropy effects are predicted to stabilize the monomer oxygen surface
state for all B cations at higher temperatures. Overall oxygen coverage of the �001� BO2 surface is predicted to
be quite low at SOFC operating conditions. These results will aid in understanding the oxygen reduction
reaction on perovskite SOFC cathodes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.224101 PACS number�s�: 82.47.Ed, 82.20.Wt, 31.15.es, 68.47.Gh

I. INTRODUCTION

The perovskite type lanthanum strontium transition metal
oxides �La,Sr�BO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni� and closely re-
lated alloys are frequently explored as the cathode materials
for solid oxide fuel cells �SOFCs�. Their utility in SOFCs
derives from their ability to catalyze the oxygen reduction
reaction �ORR�, as well as their low cost, high-temperature
stability, and acceptable thermal expansion properties.1,2 Es-
sential to the use of LaBO3 compounds in SOFCs is the
efficiency of the ORR, which occurs on the LaBO3 material’s
surface during SOFC operation. The ORR contributes a sig-
nificant part of the electrode overpotential loss by activation
polarization.2 The ORR contribution to overpotential is
likely to become increasingly important as other sources of
voltage loss are reduced �e.g., by the making thinner and less
resistive electrolyte films� and as researchers push to lower
the SOFC operating temperatures to reduce degradation rates
and material costs. Due to the complexity of the ORR
mechanisms and the difficulty of resolving surface ORR
steps in experiments, factors governing the cathode perfor-
mances are still poorly understood, including the rate-
limiting steps and how different transition metal cations alter
the catalytic properties.

Ab initio methods offer a powerful tool to investigate the
ORR on complex oxides. The local density approximation
�LDA� or the generalized gradient approximation �GGA� to
density functional theory �DFT� has been widely used in
probing catalytic properties by investigating electronic struc-
tures, reaction energetics, and activation barriers at molecu-
lar scales. DFT approaches have been successfully applied in
understanding trends in reactivity for metals.3 However, DFT

with LDA or GGA is known to fail to obtain correct elec-
tronic structure for strongly correlated systems due to errors
associated with the on-site Coulomb and exchange
interactions.4 These errors limit DFT’s applicability in late
transition metal oxides and rare-earth compounds.5 A well-
known simple but successful approach to improve the accu-
racy of DFT for the strongly correlated electronic systems is
the so-called LDA /GGA+U �or just DFT+U� method, in
which a Hubbard-model-type correction is added to account
for the on-site Coulomb interactions in the localized d or f
orbitals.4,6 Although extensive DFT+U studies7–14 have been
carried out to understand the LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni�
electronic and magnetic structures, to our knowledge, none
has focused on the surface properties related to catalysis in
these systems. A few ab initio studies15–18 have used just
LDA/GGA to investigate the surface ORR energetics for
SOFC applications and proposed possible ORR mechanisms
based on the calculated reaction energetics. However, it is
important to consider LaBO3 materials using the more accu-
rate DFT+U approaches, as LDA/GGA can produce signifi-
cant errors in these systems.5 A good example demonstrating
the need for DFT+U approaches can be found in the CO/
NiO and NO/NiO adsorption energetics.19,20 For both these
systems the DFT+U approach correctly predicts the adsorp-
tion energy and the unusual tilted adsorption geometry,
whereas both DFT and Hartree-Fock based quantum chemi-
cal approaches fail to do so.

In this paper we investigate oxygen defect and binding
energetics as a function of cation in LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co,
and Ni� perovskites and discuss implications for the ORR.
We have chosen to focus on the �001� B-terminated surface.
This surface is chosen because the �001� surfaces are gener-
ally the most stable in perovskites16,17 and it is reasonable to
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expect that catalytic activity may involve interaction with the
redox active transition metals. The MnO2 termination has
been predicted to be the most stable termination for �001�
LaMnO3, although Sr doping may stabilize the �La,Sr�O
surface.21 The most active surface for ORR under SOFC
conditions in ABO3 perovskites is still not known although a
few studies have now suggested AO termination may play
role.22,23 Some care is necessary to accurately study the be-
havior of oxygen defects and surface species,5,24 especially
under SOFC conditions, which need to include effects of
high temperatures �e.g., up to 1000 °C� and a wide range of
oxygen partial pressures �PO2�. We propose a simple but
systematic approach which includes a correction for the O2
overbinding error in DFT with LDA/GGA,25 essential oxy-
gen gas thermodynamics at high-temperature using experi-
mentally derived expressions, approximate vibrational con-
tributions from the solid phase oxygen, appropriate treatment
of Jahn-Teller distortions for SOFC conditions, and correc-
tions for correlated electron effects using GGA+U. The ap-
proach takes into account and allows us to obtain noncon-
figurational reaction free energies �which are true reaction
free energies minus the configurational �entropic� contribu-
tion� for oxygen defects and surface species as a function of
temperature and oxygen partial pressure. While all the ap-
proaches taken here involve many limitations we have tried
to include at least approximate treatment of physics that con-
tributes more than �0.2 eV to the defect and surface bind-
ing energetics. Thus, �0.2 eV is a qualitative target accu-
racy for the calculations, although the accumulated errors,
unavoidable approximations, and differences between ideal-
ized and real systems are likely to create larger total uncer-
tainties when comparing to experiments.

This paper is arranged as follows. Section II contains the
calculation details, including details of the O2 thermodynam-
ics and convergence testing. Section III contains the energet-
ics of oxygen vacancies and adsorption at the �001� surface
of LaBO3 for a range of U values and transition metal types.
Section III also contains a discussion of the implications of
these energetics for the ORR on these materials. Section IV
contains a summary.

II. CALCULATION DETAILS

A. DFT calculation methods

Spin polarized DFT calculations were performed with the
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package �VASP�26 using a plane-
wave basis set, the GGA-Perdew-Wang-91 �PW91�27

exchange-correlation function, and the projector augmented
wave �PAW� method.28 We used PAW potentials with elec-
tronic configurations La �5s2 5p6 6s2 5d1�, Os �soft oxy-
gen potential, 2s2 2p4�, B=Mnpv �3p6 3d6 4s1�, Fepv
�3p6 3d7 4s1�, Co �3d8 4s1�, and Nipv �3p6 3d9 4s1�.
All calculations were done with an energy cutoff of 600 eV.
A 2�2�2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh29 in the Brillouin
zone was used for a 2�2�2 supercell of the primitive per-
ovskite formula unit �containing 40 total atoms� and the
k-point density in reciprocal space was kept as close to this
value as possible for different slab calculations. The surface
calculations were done with an eight-layer slab with a 2

�2�1 k-point mesh. The energies were converged to within
�3 meV per atom with respect to the k points and energy
cutoff. Structural relaxations were converged to within 1
meV per atom.

In our GGA+U calculations, we adopted the rotationally
invariant GGA+U approach30 in the simplified spherically
averaged version,31 where the parameters U and J do not
enter into the density functional separately but instead as a
combined effective interaction parameter, Ueff=U−J. The
calculated energies were therefore insensitive to the J param-
eter at fixed Ueff and we used J=1 eV in all GGA+U cal-
culations.

The optimal choice of relaxations is somewhat unclear for
SOFC studies. Full relaxation frequently leads to large Jahn-
Teller �J-T� distortions, which can alter the structure, ener-
getics, and electronic structure significantly. However, the
high-temperature structures, appropriate for SOFC condi-
tions �700–1200 K�, typically exhibit an averaged cubic sym-
metry, which is consistent with no average Jahn-Teller dis-
tortion. The cubic symmetry is a result of the fact that the
SOFC operating temperatures �700–1200 K� are generally
higher than the cooperative J-T orbital order/disorder transi-
tion temperature for the J-T distorted systems32,33 �TJT
=750 K for LaMnO3 and TJT=500 K for LaCoO3�. Al-
though the high-temperature material is on average cubic, it
is likely that disordered local J-T distortion persists.34 We
have therefore attempted to perform calculations consistent
with overall cubic symmetry constraints but also allowing
for local distortions inside the supercell. For bulk studies,
ideal cubic perovskite unit cells with no internal relaxation
�LaBO3� are first relaxed to obtain lattice constants. Bulk
calculations are then performed in a 2�2�2 cubic super-
cell, in which ions are relaxed internally to restore BO6 oc-
tahedron distortion �GdFeO3 type rotation�, as shown in Fig.
1. It is noted that the constraint of retaining cubic lattice
parameters in a 2�2�2 cell completely suppresses the
Jahn-Teller distortions in the undefected bulk, which is likely
to create an artificially high destabilization of the bulk en-
thalpy. However, the relaxations do allow for local distor-
tions associated with the Jahn-Teller effect to occur when

: O

: La

: B

FIG. 1. �Color online� An internally relaxed LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe,
Co, and Ni� 2�2�2 bulk structure with the lattice constant fixed
to that of a fully relaxed ideal cubic perovskite. This structure is
used to approximate the LaBO3 perovskites under SOFC condition.
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defects are introduced, e.g., by a vacancy. The Jahn-Teller
distortions are typically less than 0.3 eV/Jahn-Teller ion.35

Specifically, our calculation results suggest that the fully re-
laxed 2�2�2 LaMnO3 and LaCoO3 perovskites are about
0.05 eV/Jahn-Teller ion more stable than the constrained 2
�2�2 cubic supercells. Therefore, we expect our approxi-
mate treatment of Jahn-Teller effects will introduce only
small percentage errors in the ab initio defect energetics. The
slab calculations for surfaces, discussed further below, are
performed with lattice parameter a and b identical to those
from the bulk cubic cell, although they are allowed to relax
freely in the c direction.

The magnetic structures of LaBO3 are quite complex
and undergo phase transitions at elevated temperatures.
The experimental LaBO3 ground state magnetic phases at
room temperature8 are LaMnO3→A-type antiferromagnetic
�AAFM�, LaFeO3→G-type antiferromagnetic �GAFM�,
LaCoO3→nonmagnetic �low spin state�, and LaNiO3
→paramagnetic. Under solid oxide fuel cell conditions �T
=800–1300 K�, LaMnO3, LaFeO3, LaCoO3, and LaNiO3
all become paramagnetic.32,36,37 In order to use a consistent
and tractable set of magnetic structures we apply the
ferromagnetic �FM� state for all the studies. In addition, the
ground state antiferromagnetic structures for LaMnO3
�AAFM� and LaFeO3 �GAFM� are also used to investigate
how key defect energies might change with the experi-
mental low-temperature magnetic ordering. For LaCoO3 and
LaNiO3, we expect that the energy differences between
different magnetic structures �typically of the scale of
10−1–10−2 eV /magnetic atom� are relatively small as com-
pared to the defect and surface binding energies being stud-
ied �typically 100–10−1 eV per defect or surface binding
atom�. Therefore, we believe that the choice of ferromagnetic
structures does not qualitatively alter the energetic trends dis-
cussed in this paper.

B. O2 correction and Ueff fitting

Wang et al.25 carried out a systematic GGA+U study on
redox energetics of transition metal oxides and proposed that
errors in DFT redox energetics come from two parts: �1�
error from calculating the O2 molecule in DFT with LDA/
GGA and �2� self-interaction �on-site interaction� error in
solids with LDA/GGA. Work on Li intercalation reactions
from Zhou et al.38 has also demonstrated that self-interaction
errors are very significant when calculating redox energies in
traditional LDA and GGA approaches. Both O2 and self-
interaction errors must be corrected in the present studies.

First we consider the correction for calculated errors in
O2. By fitting experimental formation enthalpy and calcu-
lated oxide formation energies �e.g., M + x

2O2⇒MOx�, Wang
et al. obtained �hO2

0 =1.36 eV /O2 as a correction �destabili-
zation� of the ab initio calculated O2 energy. Because of the
way it is fit, the �hO2

0 actually contains a number of terms
�not just a correction of O2 overbinding�, including correc-
tion for errors in the binding energy of O2, correction for
enthalpy contributions associated with going from the T=0
solid to the T=T0 gas phase oxygen �T0=298 K�, and ther-
modynamic contributions to the enthalpy at T0 from the solid

phase oxygen. The consequence of applying the �hO2

0 correc-
tion for redox reactions is to introduce a constant shift �in the
opposite way for reduction and oxidation� on the calculated
reduction and oxidation energies �stabilizing oxidation ener-
gies and destabilizing reduction energies�. Note that the �hO2

0

correction is potentially dependent on the specific choice of
exchange-correlation approximation �e.g., LDA vs GGA�
and pseudopotential. To obtain the �hO2

0 term for our study
�GGA-PW91 and Os PAW potential�, we follow the approach
used by Wang et al.25 and fit the formation enthalpies of
several nontransition metal oxides,39,40 as shown in Fig. 2,
for both Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof �PBE� �used in by Wang et
al.� and PW91 GGA functionals. A summary of the O2 en-
ergetics and corrections for the PBE �O� �400 eV PAW po-
tential cutoff energy� and the PW91 �Os� �250 eV PAW po-
tential cutoff energy� along with the experimental oxygen
binding energy41 is shown in Table I. We find that the PBE
�O� data have an O2 energy correction �hO2

0 =1.36 eV, con-
sistent with Wang et al.,25 and PW91 �Os� �used in this work�
has an optimal O2 energy correction �hO2

0 =0.33 eV. While
the difference between the two �hO2

0 is quite large �1.03 eV�,
the corrected O2 total energies are much closer
�0.25 eV /O2� than the uncorrected O2 total energies
�0.77 eV /O2�. When compared to experimental values, the
corrected O2 binding energies, which are the O2 energy ref-
erenced to the spin-polarized O atom, show errors of
−0.43 eV /O2 with PW91 �Os� and +0.55 eV /O2 with PBE
�O�. Because the fitting of the O2 energy with the experimen-
tal oxide formation enthalpies involves electron interchange
between solids and oxygen gas molecules, Wang et al.25 sug-
gested that the errors in the O2 binding energy are associated
with the error of adding electrons to the O 2p orbitals when
O2− is formed from O2.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Formation energies �per O2� of nontran-
sition metal oxides �CaO, MgO, Li2O, Al2O3, SiO2, and Na2O�
with PBE �o� �cutoff energy of 400 eV� and PW91 �Os� �cutoff
energy of 250 eV� PAW potentials as a function of the experimental
formation enthalpies extracted from Ref. 25. Each solid represents
the best fit to each set of data. A 1.36 eV /O2 �consistent with Ref.
25� and a 0.33 eV /O2 energy correction are obtained for PBE �o�
and PW91 �Os�, respectively. The 0.33 eV /O2 correction to the O2

energy is applied in this work.
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Now we take into account the self-interaction errors that
occur with traditional DFT with LDA/GGA. These will be
treated with the GGA+U approach, but different choices for
the Ueff value are possible. A general empirical selection of
Ueff for the DFT+U method is to treat Ueff �or U and J� as a
tunable parameter, which is chosen to fit known properties of
the system of interest �e.g., band gap, optical spectroscopy,
redox energetics, etc.�. For example, in Ref. 25, the optimal
U is determined by fitting enthalpies of oxidation reactions
that oxidize a low-valent oxide to a higher-valent one �e.g.,
MOx+ y−x

2 O2⇒MOy�. In this study, a wide range of Ueff val-
ues �from 0 to 6.4 eV� is investigated to understand the re-
lationship between reaction energetics and Ueff. Then we ap-
ply the optimal Ueff from Ref. 25 �Ueff=4, 4, 3.3, and 6.4 eV
for Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, respectively� to obtain reaction en-
ergies for understanding the ORR energetics with respect to
transition metal types. In general, we will refer to the set of
Ueff values from Ref. 25 as the optimal Ueff.

To test the effect on the energetics of applying the optimal
Ueff from binary BOx transition metal oxides to LaBO3, we
compare the experimental formation reaction enthalpies42,43

of 1
2La2O3+BOx+ 1

2 � 3
2 −x�O2⇒LaBO3 at 298 K to the calcu-

lated LaBO3 formation energies. We used fully relaxed 2
�2�2 supercells with experimental ground state magnetic
structures for LaMnO3 �A-type antiferromagnetic� and
LaFeO3 �G-type antiferromagnetic� and the ferromagnetic
structure for LaCoO3 and LaNiO3 as an approximation for
calculating LaBO3 total energies. The crystal structures used
in the BOx calculations follow Ref. 25 and that for La2O3 is
taken from Ref. 44. The same Ueff is applied to the transition
metal 3d orbitals in LaBO3 and BOx, and the 0.33 eV /O2
correction is included as reactions are involved with O2 gas.

As shown in Fig. 3, the use of optimal Ueff values gives a
root-mean-square �rms� error of only 0.21 eV, significantly
reduced from the pure GGA �Ueff=0 eV� rms value of 0.67
eV. This result demonstrates that the use of the optimal Ueff
from Ref. 25 can significantly reduce the errors in the pure
GGA LaBO3 energy calculations. The value of using optimal
Ueff is even clearer if we restrict the analysis to the reactions
in Fig. 3 which include changes in transition metal valence
�redox reactions�, where Ueff is expected to have the most
impact. For these cases the root-mean-square error for the
pure GGA data is 0.78 eV and that of the optimal Ueff cal-
culations is 0.16 eV. The significant improvement in LaBO3
formation energies obtained using optimal Ueff from Ref. 25

supports the use of these Ueff values for LaBO3 defect and
surface species energy calculations.

C. Surface simulations and convergence vs slab thickness

Surface structures were calculated by truncating the bulk
with insertion of 10 Å vacuum above the surface under pe-
riodic conditions. The �001� type surfaces are chosen to
simulate the surface reactions in this work. The LaBO3�001�
surfaces are polar,17,45 which could potentially cause prob-
lems with the accuracy of the calculations. To assess the
magnitude of the effect and the possibility of applying the
commonly used “symmetric slab” approach we have calcu-
lated the LaMnO3 surface energies of 1�1 eight-layer asym-
metric and 1�1 nine-layer symmetric slabs. The 1�1 eight-
layer slab has a dipole moment and is stoichiometric, and its
surface energy is defined as 1

2 �E8L�1�1�_slab−4E1�1�1_bulk�,

TABLE I. Calculated O2 total energies, O2 binding energies �referenced to spin-polarized O atom�, and corrections using different
exchange-correlation functionals and PAW potentials. Corrections obtained from fits to experimental Na2O, Li2O, MgO, CaO, Al2O3, and
SiO2 formation enthalpies �experimental values from Refs. 39 and 40�.

This work �GGA-PW91, Os pp� This work and Ref. 25 �GGA-PBE, O pp�

Calculated O2 total energy −9.09 eV /O2 −9.86 eV /O2

Calculated O2 binding energy −5.99 eV /O2 −6.04 eV /O2

O2 correction ��hO2
0 � 0.33 eV /O2 1.36 eV /O2

Corrected O2 total energy −8.76 eV /O2 −8.50 eV /O2

Corrected O2 binding energy −5.66 eV /O2 −4.68 eV /O2

Experimental O2 binding energya −5.23 eV /O2

aReference 41.
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*This reaction enthalpy is obtained from adding the experimental oxidation enthalpy of FeO+0.25·O 2
�

Fe2O3 from Ref. 25 to that of the 0.5·Fe2O3+0.5·La2O3
�

LaFeO3 from Ref. 43.

: MnO2+0.5�La2O3 � LaMnO3 + 0.25�O2

: MnO +0.5�La2O3 + 0.25�O2 � LaMnO3

: 0.5�Mn2O3+0.5�La2O3 � LaMnO3

: 0.5�Fe2O3 +0.5�La2O3 � LaFeO3

: FeO +0.5�La2O3 + 0.25�O2 � LaFeO3*

: CoO +0.5�La2O3 + 0.25�O2 � LaCoO3

: NiO +0.5�La2O3 + 0.25�O2 � LaNiO3

(a) (b)

RMSE = 0.672 eV RMSE = 0.211 eV

FIG. 3. �Color online� Calculated LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co, and
Ni� formation energies of 1

2La2O3+BOx+ 1
2 � 3

2 −x�O2⇒LaBO3 vs
experimental formation reaction enthalpies �at 298 K� taken from
Refs. 42 and 43 at �a� Ueff=0 eV and �b� optimal Ueff. The root
mean square root error of the Ueff=0 eV data is 0.672 eV while
that of those at optimal Ueff is 0.211 eV.
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where E8L�1�1�_slab and E1�1�1_bulk are the calculated
VASP energies of a 1�1 eight-layer slab and a 1�1�1
bulk, respectively. The 1�1 nine-layer symmetric slab
does not have a dipole moment and is off stoichiometric,
and its surface energy is defined as 1

4 ��E9L�1�1�_slab_LaO
+E9L�1�1�_slab_MnO2

−9E1�1�1_bulk��, where E9L�1�1�_slab_LaO

and E9L�1�1�_slab_MnO2
are the calculated energies of a LaO

and a MnO2 terminated 1�1 nine-layer slab, respectively.
The surface energy difference between the two sets of calcu-
lations is insignificant �less than 0.05 eV/Mn� as compared to
the scale of the reaction energetics �100–10−1 eV /O� in this
work. On the other hand, we noticed that the nonstoichiom-
etry of the 1�1 nine-layer slab, which impacts the average
valence of B cations, has a significant influence on reaction
energetics: a test on surface oxygen vacancy formation ener-
gies of 1�1 nine-layer symmetric �nonstoichiometric� and
1�1 eight-layer asymmetric �stoichiometric� LaMnO3 slabs
shows that a vacancy formation energy difference is about
0.2–0.6 eV per oxygen vacancy in the explored Ueff range. In
addition, reaction energy convergence vs number of layers in
the slab is affected adversely by using the symmetric slab
approach because of the change of the stoichiometry with
number of layers �nonstoichiometry decays with increasing
the number of layers in the symmetric slab�. We therefore
choose asymmetric �001� slabs with surface terminations of
LaO and BO2 to perform surface calculations in this work.
We use the dipole-correction46,47 option incorporated in the
VASP code to correct for any errors associated with the sur-
face dipole moment in the periodic calculations.

It is important that calculated energies are converged with
respect to the number of layers in the slab. Convergence tests
for LaMnO3 surface and surface oxygen vacancy formation
energies with respect to the number of layers in asymmetric
slabs were performed, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.
Here, only two sets of data �Ueff=0 eV and Ueff=6 eV� are
shown to illustrate the influence of Ueff on the convergence,
and it is seen that to achieve the same convergence, more
layers are needed at higher Ueff values. Note that the surface
energies shown in Fig. 4�a� are averaged surface energies of
the LaO and MnO2 terminations due to the fact that asym-
metric slabs are used in our calculations. For the surface
oxygen vacancy formation energy calculations shown in Fig.
4�b�, the vacancy is only placed on the MnO2 side of the
slab. In order to avoid the energy fluctuation coming from
the relaxation of the LaO termination, we fix the first two
layers of the LaO termination to the bulk coordinates and
allow atomic relaxation for the rest of layers �the same ap-
proach is also applied to surface adsorption reaction calcula-
tions�. As a compromise between the convergence of surface
reaction energetics and the amount of computation time, we
adopt eight-layer slabs to perform surface reaction energy
calculations for all the four systems �we assume that the
reaction energy convergence of the other three systems will
be close to that of the LaMnO3 ��0.2 eV��. Schematic illus-
trations of the �001� surface slab and surface oxygen adsorp-
tion and vacancy sites in our reaction energetic calculations
are shown in Fig. 5. Note that due to symmetry breaking at
the surface, distinct surface sites exist for oxygen adsorption
�O-B, O2-B, and O-bridge, which will be discussed later in

Secs. II D and III B 2� and oxygen vacancies, which can
cause differences in reaction energies �typically
10−2–10−1 eV from our thorough investigations on surface
reaction energies of distinct surface sites�. We have generally
observed that the most outward surface oxygen sites are the
most stable sites for surface oxygen vacancy formation and
O-bridge adsorption, and the O-B and O2-B adsorption ener-
gies are found to be very close ��10 meV /O variation in
the adsorption energies� for all the surface B sites since the
surface B sites are identical in symmetry. For clarity, we only
show results corresponding to the energetics from the most
stable sites in the following discussions.

D. Reaction free energies under SOFC conditions

In order to correctly model reaction free energies under
SOFC conditions �high temperature and changing PO2� it is
necessary to include a number of thermodynamic terms in
addition to the zero-temperature ab initio energetics. The ap-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Convergence tests for �a� LaMnO3 sur-
face and �b� surface oxygen vacancy formation energies with re-
spect to the number of layers in asymmetric slabs. In terms of the
tradeoff between the energetic convergences and the amount of
computation time, we adopt eight-layer asymmetric slabs to per-
form surface reaction energetic calculations.
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proach builds on the methods developed previously by a
number of authors21,48–51 and we have added an explicit term
for solid phase vibrations and clarified how to include the
oxygen correction discussed Sec. II B.

We first introduce the free energies for the O2 gas and
perfect and defected �with oxygen vacancies or oxygen ad-
sorbates� solids. The free energies of the solids can be de-
fined as

Gsolid = Esolid + Gvib − TSsolid + PVsolid, �1�

where Esolid is a lattice energy of the solid from the VASP

calculation, Gvib is a vibrational free energy, T is tempera-
ture, Ssolids is the configurational entropy, P is external pres-
sure, and Vsolid is volume. As an approximation, we neglect
the energy from the PVsolids term since it has a relatively
small energetic contribution. The Gvib term is assumed to be
mostly canceled in LaBO3 oxygen adsorption and vacancy
formation reactions except for the reacting oxygen defects
�vacancy or adsorbate�. Since the reaction energetics inves-
tigated in this work all involve adding or removing oxygens
on the surface or in the bulk, we rearrange the vibrational
free energy term by removing the Gvib from the solid phase
and combining it with the oxygen free energy expression
�this adjustment will yield �O

eff defined below�. Consequently,
we can rewrite the Gibbs energy of the solids as

Gsolid = Esolid − TSsolid. �2�

The free energy of oxygen �normalized as per O� is equal to
the oxygen chemical potential and can be approximately de-
rived from

GO = �O�T,P,Opseud
ref � =

1

2
�EO2

VASP + �hO2

0 + �HO2
�T,P0�

− HO2
�T0,P0�� − TSO2

�T,P0� + kT ln� P

P0	
 , �3�

where EO2

VASP is the T=0 K energy per O2 as found in the
DFT calculations, �hO2

0 is the correction for errors of the
oxygen energy in O2 molecules vs a solid �obtained from the
oxide formation enthalpy fitting, as discussed in Sec. II B�,
HO2

is the O2 gas enthalpy, SO2
is the O2 gas entropy, P is the

oxygen partial pressure �P0=1 atm�, T is temperature �T0

=298.15 K�, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. �HO2
�T , P0�

−HO2
�T0 , P0��−TSO2

�T , P0� in Eq. �3� are the free energy per
O of O2 gas relative to the gas enthalpy at P= P0 and T
=T0. These values are obtained experimentally �we use the
polynomial fits from Ref. 52�. The last term in Eq. �3� is the
effect of pressure deviations from P0.

It is convenient to define an effective oxygen chemical
potential, �O

eff, as �O�T , P ,Opseud
ref � minus the vibrational con-

tribution to the oxygen chemical potential in the solid,

�O
eff = �O�T,P,Opseud

ref � − �O
s,vib

= �O�T,P,Opseud
ref � − 1

2 �ḠO2

s,vib�T� − H̄O2

s,vib�T0�� , �4a�

where

ḠO2

s,vib�T� = kBT�
j

ln�2 sinh� �E

2T
	
 , �4b�

HO2

s,vib�T0� = kBT�
j

�E

2T0coth� �E

2T0	 , �4c�

and ḠO2

s,vib�T� and H̄O2

s,vib�T0� are the vibrational portions of the
partial molar Gibbs free energy and enthalpy for O2 in the
solid and therefore give the contribution of the vibrational
free energy of oxygen to the total free energy of the solid

�the subtraction of H̄O2

s,vib�T0� is necessary as this term is al-
ready accounted for in �hO2

0 �. The oxygen vibrational contri-
bution to the solid phase is approximated with a simple Ein-
stein model with the Einstein temperature �E=500 K. The
effective Einstein temperature was determined by diagonal-
izing the local force constant matrix53 for O �all other atoms
fixed� in LaMnO3 and was used here as an approximate
value. Changing this value by 50% in either direction �from
250 to 750 K� does not qualitatively impact any of our con-
clusions so no effort at a more quantitative model was at-
tempted. An estimate for the vibrational contributions of sur-
face oxygen species must also be made. We approximate the
vibrational free energy of surface adsorbed oxygen mono-
mers as being the same as that of lattice oxygen ions. How-
ever, the free energies of the six vibrational modes of ad-
sorbed oxygen dimers are treated with a combination of five

(a)

(b)
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��� �� �	
�

: Bridge Site

: B Site
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: La

: B

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� A schematic illustration of the �001�
eight-layer slab for LaBO3 surface reaction simulations. In order to
avoid the energy fluctuations coming from the relaxation of the
other terminations, we fix the first two layers of the bottom termi-
nation �not involved in the surface reactions� to the bulk coordinates
and allow atomic relaxation for the rest of layers. Surface reactions
�oxygen vacancies and oxygen adsorption� are simulated only on
the unfixed termination. �b� Top view of �001� BO2 surface and
locations of oxygen adsorption sites: B site and bridge site.
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mode solid oxygen vibration with �E=500 K plus one O2
gas phase vibrational stretch mode with �E=2244 K.54 This
approximation accounts for the fact that the O2 dimer is
likely to retain a stiff O-O bond even when bonded to the
surface. While these vibrational free energy terms for solid
phase oxygen are very approximate, they assure that the de-
grees of freedom included in the gas phase �implicitly part of
the experimental data� are at least represented in the solid
phase. This matching of degrees of freedom will lead to sig-
nificant cancellation and be more accurate at higher tempera-
tures than simply ignoring the degrees of freedom in the
solid altogether.

With the definition of the free energies of solids and the
effective oxygen chemical potential shown above, the reac-
tion free energies can be written as the free energy differ-
ences between the products and reactants. For example, the
surface oxygen adsorption reaction free energy can be de-
scribed as

�GOad
= Gslab+Oad

− Gslab − �O
eff, �5�

where �GOad
is the reaction free energy normalized as per

oxygen, Gslab+Oad
and Gslab are the free energies of the oxy-

gen adsorbed slab and the perfect slab, respectively, and �O
eff

is the effective oxygen chemical potential.
It is useful to define the nonconfigurational contribution

of reaction free energy, �G�, which is equal to the reaction
free energy minus the configurational entropy contribution,
to estimate the energy difference between the specified initial
�perfect� and final �oxygen-defected� solid states. Without
configurational terms we can set Gslab approximately equal
to Eslab and the �G�’s of reactions can then be written as

�Greaction
� = �Greaction − T�Ssolid

config

= �Esolid+defect − Esolid� � �O
eff, �6�

where on the right-hand side of Eq. �5�, the “+” sign is for
the oxygen vacancy formation reaction and the “−” sign is
for oxygen adsorption reactions.

The physical meaning of �Greaction
� shown here is that it

allows us to estimate the energy difference between the
calculated defected and perfect solid states of an open
system that exchanges oxygen with the surrounding envi-
ronment based on the calculated ab initio reaction energetics.
If reactions are at equilibrium, the solid phase configura-
tional entropy contribution would cancel �Greaction

� so that
�Greaction=0.

In the following result discussions, we report zero-
temperature ab initio reaction energetics �as opposed to re-
action free energies, which include the finite temperature ef-
fects� to focus on the trends of ab initio energetics vs Ueff.
The zero-temperature ab initio reaction energies can be ob-
tained from Eq. �6� by setting

�O
eff = 1

2 �EO2

VASP + �hO2

0 � .

The O2 dimer in the O2-B adsorption can have different ori-
entations, and we have tested three O2 dimer adsorption con-
figurations: a vertical O2-B, a horizontal O2-B, and a tilted
O2-B reported in Ref. 15. The tilted O2-B configuration is

found to be the most stable one, which is 100–300 meV/O
more stable than the other two configurations at Ueff=0 eV
and at the optimal Ueff. We therefore use the tilted O2-B
adsorption configuration to represent the O2-B adsorption.
The three adsorption configurations, O-B, O-bridge, and
O2-B, are generally either stable or metastable �except for a
few cases when they are truly unstable� and represent the
only metastable adsorption configurations we identified on
the surface. These configurations were also identified in Ref.
15 �with a 2�2�2�2 surface instead of the 2�2 surface
used in this work�. These ab initio reaction energies will be
used to investigate trends vs transitional metal types at Ueff
=0 eV and the optimal Ueff.

To estimate �G� vs T under SOFC conditions, we calcu-
late �O

eff− 1
2 �EO2

VASP+�hO2

0 � vs T at P�O2�=0.2 atm for oxy-
gen monomers and oxygen dimers based on Eq. �3�, and the
results are shown in Fig. 6. The term �O

eff− 1
2 �EO2

VASP+�hO2

0 �
can be added �for vacancies� or subtracted �for binding oxy-
gen� to the zero-temperature ab initio reaction energies �Eq.
�6�� to get the finite temperature free energies of reaction,
�G�, at P�O2�=0.2 atm. The difference between the two
lines in Fig. 6 comes from our different treatments of vibra-
tional free energy contribution for the adsorbed O monomers
and O2 dimers �see above discussion in Sec. II D�.

III. RESULTS

A. LaBO3 bulk spin moments and electronic structures

Table II shows calculated lattice constants �ac� of LaBO3
2�2�2 constrained cubic �by cubic here we mean that the
lattice parameters have been constrained to form a cubic cell,
but the internal relaxations and symmetry are not necessarily
cubic� perovskites as well as spin states, local magnetic mo-
ments ��B, per cation�, and effective Bader charges �Q�
�Refs. 55 and 56� from LaBO3 bulk calculations along with
experimental lattice constants57–59 �ac is set to be the cube
root of the volume of a perovskite primitive unit cell� and
reported high-temperature spin state results from the
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The calculated �O
eff− 1

2 �EO2

VASP+�hO2

0 � vs
T at P�O2�=0.2 atm for oxygen monomers and oxygen dimers
based on Eqs. �3� and �4a�.
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literature.32,36,37,60,61 It is seen that the calculated lattice con-
stants of the constrained LaBO3 cubic perovskites at optimal
Ueff show better agreement with experiments than those at
Ueff=0 eV. Within a 1 Å radius ionic sphere, the projected
local spin moments ��B� of B cations increase �d electrons
become more localized� with increasing Ueff. At the optimal
Ueff, the calculated LaBO3 spin states show good agreement
with experimental values. The calculated effective Bader
charges in the LaBO3 bulk are smaller than the formal ionic
charges �La3+ ,B3+ ,O2−� and change little in the explored Ueff
range �0–6.4 eV�, which suggests that the inclusion of Ueff
only causes minor change in the LaBO3 covalency �a slight
reduction of the covalency as increasing Ueff�. This also
agrees with the observation of considerable covalency in
LaMnO3 calculated with both DFT with the pure GGA17 and
the unrestricted Hartree-Fock approach.62

Table III shows the calculated LaBO3 band gaps at vari-
ous Ueff and the room temperature optical band gaps reported
in Refs. 63–65. The results suggest that the opening of the

band gaps in the LaBO3 DFT+U calculations depends on the
magnetic state, J-T distortion �suppressed in the cubic struc-
ture but allowed in the orthorhombic structure�, and the Ueff
parameter. While no band gaps for all the LaBO3 systems are
obtained in the pure GGA calculations �at Ueff=0 eV� due to
electron overdelocalization, the calculated band gaps at opti-
mal Ueff for the orthorhombic LaMnO3 and the cubic LaFeO3
using the experimental antiferromagnetic ground state
�LaMnO3: AAFM and LaFeO3: GAFM� are closer to the
reported experimental band gap values. Notice that besides
the magnetic structure, J-T distortion is also important for the
band gap opening in LaMnO3 since no band gaps are ob-
served with the cubic structure in the explored Ueff range �up
to 6 eV�. Although the calculated gap of the ground state
LaMnO3 �orthorhombic AAFM phase� at the optimal Ueff is
still underestimated �0.8 eV� as compared to the experimen-
tal values ��1 eV in Ref. 63 and �2 eV in Refs. 64 and
65�, the application of the optimal Ueff indeed improves both
the LaMnO3 band gap and the reaction energies of 1

2La2O3

TABLE II. Calculated lattice constants �ac�, spin states �HS: high spin; IS: intermediate spin; and LS: low spin�, local magnetic moments
�in �B per B atom�, and effective Bader charges �Q� for 2�2�2 LaBO3 bulk perovskite. Note that the local magnetic moments are taken
from the difference between projected electron density of up and down spins onto 1 Å radius sphere, while the values in parenthesis are
averaged magnetic moments from the calculated total moments in the simulation cell. The corresponding optimal Ueff for LaMnO3, LaFeO3,
LaCoO3, and LaNiO3 are 4, 4, 3.3, and 6.4 eV from Ref. 25.

LaMnO3 �AAFM� LaMnO3 �FM� LaFeO3 �GAFM� LaFeO3 �FM� LaCoO3 �FM� LaNiO3 �FM�

GGA ac �Å� 3.918 3.922 3.821 3.868 3.850 3.843

Spin state HS HS HS IS/HS IS LS

�B 3.3 3.3 �4� 3.5 2.9 �3.5� 1–2.3 �2� 0.75 �1.0�
Q�La� 2.075 2.074 2.069 2.075 2.084 2.086

Q�B� 1.699 1.703 1.498 1.577 1.476 1.294

Q�O� −1.258 −1.259 −1.189 −1.217 −1.186 −1.127

GGA+U, optimal Ueff ac �Å� 3.942 3.941 3.943 3.940 3.848 3.851

Spin state HS HS HS HS IS LS

�B 3.4–3.8 3.6 �4� 3.9 4.0 �5� 1.8–2 �2� 1.28 �1.0�
Q�La� 2.075 2.075 2.081 2.075 2.083 2.089

Q�B� 1.733 1.729 1.780 1.808 1.501 1.335

Q�O� −1.269 −1.268 −1.287 −1.295 −1.195 −1.141

GGA+U, Ueff=6 eV ac �Å� 3.954 3.952 3.943 3.951 3.885

Spin state HS HS HS HS HS

�B 3.6–3.9 3.7–3.8 �4� 4.0 4.1 �5� 3.1 �4�
Q�La� 2.074 2.074 2.079 2.075 2.087

Q�B� 1.749 1.732 1.863 1.862 1.515

Q�O� −1.274 −1.269 −1.305 −1.312 −1.201

Expt.
�SOFC temperature�

ac �Å� 3.95a 3.93b 3.85–3.90c 3.85b

Spin state HS �t2g
3 eg

1� d HS �t2g
3 eg

2� e,f IS/HS�t2g
5−	eg

1+	� a LS �t2g
6 eg

1� f,g

�B 4 5 2–4 1

aReference 61.
bReference 58.
cReference 59.
dReference 32.

eReference 36.
fReference 60.
gReference 37.
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+MnOx+ 1
2 � 3

2 −x�O2→LaMnO3 �shown in Fig. 3� as com-
pared to those with the pure GGA. In addition, because the
LaMnO3 band gap disappears above TJ-T �750 K�,64 the high-
temperature cubic structure with no band gap �suppression of
J-T distortion� instead of the insulating ground state ortho-
rhombic phase is used in the following LaMnO3 surface
ORR energetic calculations to simulate reactions under
SOFC conditions. Therefore, the error in the band gap of the
low-temperature LaMnO3 phase at the optimal Ueff is un-
likely to have significantly impact on the calculated reaction
energetics at high temperatures. The band gap of LaCoO3 is
narrow and sensitive to the spin state and magnetic structure.
LaCoO3 undergoes spin state transitions with increasing tem-
peratures �low spin to intermediate spin�, which causes dif-
ficulty in reproducing the LaCoO3 band gap measurement
from experiments �0.14 eV in Ref. 61 and 0.3 eV in Ref. 63�.
In this work, the band gap value for the cubic and ferromag-
netic LaCoO3 at optimal Ueff is 0.02 eV, which is lower than
the experimentally reported values and could be attributed to
the adoption of the cubic structure �suppression of the J-T
distortion� and the ferromagnetic state for the intermediate
spin LaCoO3 �t2g

5 eg
1�. However, since LaCoO3 exhibits higher

electronic conductivity at high temperatures �TJT=500 K�
and there has also been reported surface ferromagnetism in
LaCoO3,66 we also expect that surface ORR energetics under
SOFC conditions will be better described by our approxima-
tion to the high-temperature structure than by fully relaxed
low-temperature structures. Finally, both pure GGA and the
optimal Ueff results predict no band gap for LaNiO3, consis-
tent with experimental results.

Figure 7 shows the spin-polarized total density of states
�TDOS� and partial density of states �PDOS� for the perfect
2�2�2 bulk of the LaBO3 systems at Ueff=0 eV and the
optimal Ueff, where the Fermi energy is aligned at zero. The
DOSs are normalized to number of states per eV per simu-
lated bulk supercell �a 2�2�2 supercell which consists of
40 atoms�. It is seen that the electronic structures are signifi-
cantly changed by including Ueff, and the band shifts driven
by the Ueff shown in Fig. 7 agree with other LDA+U studies
for strongly correlated transition metal oxides.4,8,19,67 In par-
ticularly, O 2p orbitals are shifted toward the Fermi surface,
occupied transition metal 3d states are shifted to the lower

valence bands, and unoccupied states are moved to the upper
conduction bands. Although Ueff is applied only to the tran-
sition metal, the upshift of the O 2p states in the DOS plots
can be explained by the downshift of occupied 3d orbitals �as
well as the Fermi energy level� with respect to O 2p bands.
Since the Fermi surface energy is aligned at 0, the O 2p
orbitals are therefore shifted up with respect to the Fermi
surface when Ueff is increased.

In comparing the eg PDOS plots of the calculated LaBO3
systems, we notice that the unoccupied eg↑ states of FM and
AAFM LaMnO3 �t2g

3 eg
1�, intermediate spin FM LaCoO3

�t2g
5 eg

1; LaCoO3 becomes high spin as Ueff
6 eV�, and FM
LaNiO3 �t2g

6 eg
1� are less affected by Ueff than unoccupied

states of LaFeO3 and remain close to the Fermi energy level
at the optimal Ueff. However, in both FM and GAFM
LaFeO3 �t2g

3 eg
2� a significant band gap is opened. Similar re-

sults are also reported by Yang et al.,8 who suggested that the
characteristics of LaFeO3 band gap with respect to U �U and
J are different parameters in Ref. 8� are different from
LaMnO3 and LaCoO3. Yang et al. reported that the gap of
LaFeO3 is always increased �from 0.5 to 3.2 eV between U
=0 and U=11 eV� with the increase of U, while the gap of
LaMnO3 or LaCoO3 is small ��0.8 eV between U=0 and
U=11 eV� and less affected by U, which may be due to the
more itinerant property of eg↑ states.7 The distinct band gap
vs U trend �or Ueff in this work� in LaFeO3 results in an
increase of reaction energetics associated with electron dop-
ing �e.g., oxygen vacancy formation energy� as one increases
Ueff, while for LaMnO3, LaNiO3, and intermediate spin
LaCoO3 �Ueff�6 eV� with small or no band gaps, the reac-
tion energies associated with electron doping are decreased
as increasing Ueff. These trends will be discussed further in
Sec. III B 1.

While the U and J �or Ueff� for LaBO3 in the literature can
vary depending on how the parameter�s� are obtained �e.g.,
self-consistent U,68 fitting band gap, electronic structure, or
energetics�, we believe that the electron overdelocalization in
LDA/GGA could introduce significant errors in ORR ener-
getics for the LaBO3 systems. The optimal Ueff adopted in
this work are fit with redox energetics of BOx transition
metal oxides, which is consistent with the focus in this work
�reaction energetics associated with reduction or oxidation

TABLE III. Calculated band gaps for LaBO3. The corresponding optimal Ueff for LaMnO3, LaFeO3, LaCoO3, and LaNiO3 are 4, 4, 3.3,
and 6.4 eV from Ref. 25. Due to high-temperature approximations adopted in our calculations �ferromagnetic structure with suppression of
J-T distortion within in a 2�2�2 cubic supercell�, the calculated band gaps at the optimal Ueff are smaller than the experimental values
�Refs. 63–65� measured at the room temperature. The smaller band gaps at the optimal Ueff in our calculations could correspond to the higher
electronic conductivity at the SOFC operating temperature.

LaMnO3 LaFeO3 LaCoO3 LaNiO3

FM �cubic� AAFM �cubic� FM �ortho.� AAFM �ortho.� FM �cubic� GAFM �cubic� FM �cubic� FM �cubic�

GGA, Ueff=0 eV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GGA+U, optimal Ueff 0 0 0 0.8 0.7 2.0 0.02 0.0

GGA+U, Ueff=6 eV 0 0 0 0.8 2 2.5 0.6

Expt. 1.0,a 2.0b 2.1a 0.3a 0.0a

aReference 63.
bReferences 64 and 65.
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on B cations�. It is also demonstrated in Fig. 3 that the use of
the optimal Ueff can improve LaBO3 formation energy accu-
racy as compared to those with the pure GGA. In addition,
the calculated lattice constants, magnetic moments, and band
gaps at optimal Ueff are in better agreement with experimen-
tal values than those with the pure GGA. Finally, assuming
the use of the optimal Ueff in this work for LaBO3 systems
still suffers from some degree of uncertainty �e.g., errors in
experimentally measured energetics, different Ueff for sur-
face and bulk, etc.�, the energetics vs Ueff results shown in
Sec. III B suggest that variations of Ueff by �1 eV would

only change reaction energetics by a few hundred meV,
which would not qualitatively change the ORR trend discus-
sions in this work.

B. Energetics vs U in LaBO3

1. Oxygen vacancy formation energies vs Ueff

The O vacancies are important for the ORR in SOFCs as
they are likely to couple strongly to oxygen dissociation,
transport, and incorporation. For the two types of �001� sur-
face terminations �LaO and BO2�, it is found that the LaO
surface consistently exhibits higher �more positive� O va-
cancy formation energy and stronger �more negative� O ad-
sorption energies than BO2 surfaces �values between the sur-
faces typically differ by 1–3 eV�. Note that LaO surfaces are
modeled analogously to the BO2 surfaces by freezing the two
layers farthest from the surface at bulk positions. An expla-
nation for the higher O affinity of the LaO compared to the
BO2 termination can be found in a simple bond breaking
picture. In creating the two types of surfaces from cleavage
of bulk, the BO2 termination has only one broken B-O bond,
while the LaO termination has four broken La-O bonds.
Since the relaxed surfaces do not undergo severe surface
reconstructions, this simple ionic bond breaking picture
should be a qualitative guide for understanding the two sur-
faces. We expect that the LaO oxygen affinity will be greater
than that of BO2 due to the already reduced bonding creating
a higher driving force to recover the La-O bonds or similarly
resist further La-O bond breaking. The generally higher O
vacancy formation and stronger O adsorption energies sug-
gest that LaO termination could be catalytically inactive for
ORR in SOFCs. The higher O vacancy formation energies
imply that there will be fewer vacancies on the surface,
which will likely reduce active sites for O2 splitting and/or O
incorporation into the bulk. Surface O transport will likely be
slower due to having few vacancies near the surface and
possibly increased kinetic barriers �which are often corre-
lated with oxygen binding strength69�. In addition, the strong
oxygen binding may lead to a high coverage of dissociated
oxygen, effectively passivating the surface. Therefore, in the
following surface energetics vs Ueff discussion, we focus on
reaction energetics of the BO2 surface.

Figure 8 shows the Ueff dependence of bulk and surface
oxygen vacancy formation energies �Evac� for LaBO3 �B
=Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni� systems. The calculations were per-
formed using 2�2�2 cubic supercells and eight-layer slabs
with 2�2 �001� surfaces for bulk and surfaces, respectively.
Within the explored Ueff range, Evac’s at �001� BO2 surfaces
are found to be about 1–2 eV more stable than in the bulk,
which suggests that vacancy concentrations at �001� BO2 sur-
faces will be dramatically higher than in the bulk. Both bulk
and BO2 surface Evac are decreased by 1–2 eV from Ueff=0
to Ueff=6 eV except the LaFeO3 bulk �both FM and
GAFM�, which is increased by about 0.5 eV from Ueff=0 to
Ueff=6 eV. Piskunov et al.21 reported that oxygen vacancy
formation energies in La7/8Sr1/8MnO3 bulk and on the MnO2
terminated surface calculated with the hybrid B3LYP
exchange-correlation functional, which also corrects the self-
interaction errors by introducing a certain degree of Fock
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FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� LaMnO3 �AAFM�, �b� LaMnO3 �FM�,
�c� LaFeO3 �GAFM�, �d� LaFeO3 �FM�, �e� LaCoO3 �FM�, and �f�
LaNiO3 �FM� bulk DOS plots. From top to bottom: projected p
PDOS, projected t2g PDOS, projected eg PDOS, and TDOS. DOS is
in units of states per eV per 2�2�2 unit cell.
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exchange, are 2.7 and 2.2 eV, respectively. The calculated
MnO2 surface oxygen vacancy formation energy shows ex-
cellent agreement with our calculated value �also 2.2 eV� at
optimal Ueff. On the other hand, the La7/8Sr1/8MnO3 bulk
oxygen vacancy formation energy is 1.2 eV lower than our
LaMnO3 bulk Evac at the optimal Ueff, which could easily be
due to oxidation of Mn3+ by Sr doping and Sr-oxygen va-
cancy interaction. The unexpected trend in LaFeO3 is ex-
plained in terms of the electronic structure below. The Evac vs
Ueff trends shown here mostly agree with other DFT+U
studies on the redox energetics of late transition metal or
rare-earth metal oxides,25,38,70 where a general observation is
that adding Ueff stabilizes the reduction products and de-
creases the reduction energy and vice versa for oxidation
energy �destabilizes the oxidation products and increases the
oxidation energy�. This effect is generally attributed to the
reduction of the self-interaction of the reduced products by
the Ueff value.

In Fig. 9, we report the LaBO3 perfect and defected �con-
taining a vacancy� bulk TDOSs and surface PDOSs at Ueff
=0 eV and optimal Ueff, where the surface PDOSs are taken
from the top two relaxed surface layers of the slabs and are
normalized to give the same integral as the TDOSs �which
are normalized to give number of states per eV per 2�2
�2 supercell�. The oxygen vacancy formation reaction is
associated with electron doping, which in a metallic rigid
band model will slightly shift the DOS down in energy rela-

tive to the Fermi surface. Consistent with this model, it is
generally seen that the oxygen vacancy bulk TDOSs and
surface PDOSs are similar to those of the corresponding un-
defected systems but slightly shifted downward both in pure
GGA and GGA+U. There are three exceptions to this shift in
Fig. 9: the 1.2, 0.7, and 0.8 eV downshifts of the whole
electronic structure for the defected LaFeO3 GAFM bulk,
FM bulk, and GAFM surface at the optimal Ueff, respec-
tively. These abnormally large electronic structural shifts in
both the oxygen-defected LaFeO3 FM and GAFM bulk at the
optimal Ueff can be attributed to the systems half filled
d-shell characteristics and large band gaps. When electrons
liberated from the oxygen by creating a vacancy are doped
into the high spin LaFeO3 bulk, the new electrons have to
overcome the band gap and be placed into the unoccupied
t2g↓ orbitals �conduction band�, which at Ueff=4 eV are
found to be �0.7 eV above the Fermi surface for LaFeO3
FM bulk or into new defected states in the gap, as shown in
the PDOS plots of the defected LaFeO3 GAFM bulk at op-
timal Ueff. As for the LaFeO3 GAFM surface at the optimal
Ueff, it is predicted to be metallic �this will be explained
below�, but the creation of surface oxygen vacancies in our
surface model introduces more electrons than can be held by
the unoccupied states near the Fermi surface. Therefore, ex-
tra electrons continue to fill in new defect states in the gap as
the unoccupied states near the Fermi energy level are no
longer available and cause a 0.8 eV shift of the whole elec-
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FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� LaMnO3, �b� LaFeO3, �c� LaCoO3, �d� LaNiO3 bulk, and �001� BO2 surface oxygen vacancy formation
energies �Evac� vs Ueff. All the Evac values shown in the figures have been corrected with the O2 correction.
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tronic structure. On the other hand, at Ueff=0 eV, Fe3+ s in
the LaFeO3 bulk and surface �both FM and GAFM� are not
in the high spin state and electrons are more delocalized, so
that LaFeO3 is predicted to be metallic at Ueff=0 eV and a
far smaller shift of electronic structure is observed from the
vacancy. Within the explored Ueff range, for LaMnO3, inter-
mediate spin LaCoO3 �Ueff�6 eV�, and LaNiO3 bulk and
surfaces, the doping electrons from the oxygen vacancy are
able to fill the unoccupied eg↑ states. These states are rela-
tively insensitive to Ueff and are located near the Fermi sur-

face with very small or no gap. Consequently, the electronic
structures are only slightly shifted down when doping elec-
trons in LaMnO3, intermediate spin LaCoO3, and LaNiO3.

The behavior of LaFeO3 is particularly interesting, as the
bulk and surface are predicted to have dramatically different
electronic structures. While the bulk is insulating, with a sig-
nificant gap, the FeO2 surface has a more metalliclike band
structure. This is due to off stoichiometry of the surface lay-
ers, where the Fe cations near the FeO2 termination are likely
to be more oxidized and those near the LaO surface will be
more reduced. Therefore, both the LaFeO3 FM and GAFM
FeO2 surface PDOS plots in Figs. 9�c� and 9�d� show extra
unoccupied states with no gap near the Fermi surface as
compared to their bulk at Ueff=4 eV. While the doping of
electrons in LaFeO3 bulk significantly shifts up the Fermi
energy level �downshifts the whole electronic structure� due
to its larger band gap, the LaFeO3 FM surface does not ex-
hibit an analogous shift �Fig. 9�c��. This is because electrons
can still fill in the unoccupied majority d states as oxygen
vacancies are introduced to the LaFeO3 �001� FeO2 surface.
The reason for the 0.8 eV global shift of the electronic struc-
ture for the defected LaFeO3 GAFM FeO2 surface has been
explained above. However, we note that if a smaller surface
oxygen vacancy concentration was used then the unoccupied
states near the Fermi surface could contain the additional
electrons, the added electrons would just fill these unoccu-
pied states near the Fermi surface level, and the 0.8 eV
downshift of whole electronic structure would not occur. The
large band gaps in the bulk electronic structures, which in-
crease with Ueff, make it increasingly difficult to reduce the
systems as Ueff increases. This trend gives rise to the anoma-
lous upward slope of the vacancy formation energy in Fig.
8�b�, as the doping electrons are forced into new defected
states in the band gap or even higher energy unoccupied t2g↓
orbitals. On the other hand, as oxygen vacancies are intro-
duced to the LaFeO3 FM �001� FeO2 surface, electrons can
still fill in the unoccupied states near the Fermi surface due
to the already partially oxidized FeO2 termination. Therefore,
the electron doping in the LaFeO3 FM �001� FeO2 surface
from surface oxygen vacancies only produces a small shift of
the Fermi surface as the electrons just fill these unoccupied
states near the Fermi surface. Since increasing Ueff lowers
the Fermi energy level, the surface vacancy formation energy
in LaFeO3 FM �001� FeO2 decreases with Ueff. The oxygen
vacancy formation energy of LaFeO3 GAFM �001� FeO2 sur-
face also decreases with increasing Ueff, but the electronic
structure of the defected surface exhibits a significant 0.8 eV
global shift at the optimal Ueff, which is similar to those
shifts seen in the defected bulk �at optimal Ueff�. However,
these LaFeO3 GAFM surface oxygen vacancy energies
shown here are likely to correspond to a mixed energy of
filling two different bands, i.e., the unoccupied states near
the Fermi surface of the partially oxidized FeO2 undefected
surface, and the new defect states in the gap from the spill-
over of the doping electrons. The first should have a similar
Ueff dependence of the vacancy formation energy seen in the
LaFeO3 FM surface. The later is responsible for such signifi-
cant electronic structure shift as these new defect band states
become the highest occupied states. If these defect states
have more conduction band character then their energy will
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FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� LaMnO3 �AAFM�, �b� LaMnO3 �FM�,
�c� LaFeO3 �GAFM�, �d� LaFeO3 �FM�, �e� LaCoO3 �FM�, and �f�
LaNiO3 �FM� perfect vs with a vacancy bulk TDOS and surface
PDOS at Ueff=0 eV and at optimal Ueff. The surface PDOSs are
taken from the top two relaxed surface layers of the slabs and are
normalized to give the same integral as the TDOSs.
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shift with the conduction band and it will cost more energy
to fill these states as increasing Ueff due to the increase of the
band gap �which is similar to bulk vacancy formation energy
vs Ueff�. On the other hand, if these defect band states exhibit
more valence band character then they will shift with the
valence band and follow the downshift of the Fermi energy
level with increasing Ueff. Because the overall trend shows
LaFeO3 GAFM FeO2 surface oxygen Evac decreases as in-
creasing Ueff, it is either the case that the contribution from
the defect band states is relatively small compared to the
unoccupied states near the Fermi surface or the case that the
defect band states exhibit valence band characteristics. Over-
all, the LaFeO3 surface Evac vs Ueff trends with FM and
GAFM structures are similar �Evac’s are decreased as increas-
ing Ueff� and opposite to their bulk Evac vs Ueff �Evac’s are
increased as increasing Ueff�. However, there is an �0.5 eV
approximately constant shift between the Evac values in the
FM and GAFM states, which is also seen in the bulk Evac’s
�but in the opposite direction�. Such constant shifts originate
from the essential electronic structure difference between the
LaFeO3 FM and GAFM states. Further discussion on Evac
and other ORR relevant energetics vs electronic structures
will be summarized in a future paper. In this paper, we focus

only on understanding the trends in ORR energetics vs Ueff
and quantifying the magnetic energy contributions if they are
significant.

2. Oxygen adsorption energies vs Ueff

Figure 10 shows the three types of the LaBO3 �001� BO2
surface oxygen adsorption energies �per O� vs Ueff: �1� O-B,
�2� O-bridge, and �3� O2-B, where the adsorption energies
are referenced to an isolated O2 molecule far away from the
surface. The three O adsorption configurations correspond to
three distinct charge states for surface oxygen:15,16 �1� is the
dissociated O2− state, �2� is the peroxide �O2

2−� state, and �3�
is the superoxide �O2

−� state. In Ref. 15, it is reported that
with PAW potentials and GGA-PW91, the order of the ad-
sorption energies for these three types of adsorption on the
LaMnO3 �001� MnO2 surface is �1�−1.07 eV /O� �2�
−0.57 eV /O� �3�0.54 eV /O, where the three adsorption
energies are very close to our LaMnO3 values at Ueff
=0 eV, with less than �0.2 eV difference �note that the
sign convention of adsorption energy between Ref. 15 and
this work is opposite—all values here are given with the sign
convention of this work, and the surface area is two times
larger than the one used in this work�. In terms of the ab
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Three types of �001� BO2 surface oxygen adsorption energies �per O� vs Ueff: O-B, O-bridge, and O2-B for �a�
LaMnO3, �b� LaFeO3, �c� LaCoO3, and �d� LaNiO3. All the Ead values shown in the figures are corrected with the O2 correction
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initio adsorption energy results in Ref. 15, Kotomin et al.
suggested that the dissociative oxygen adsorption is favor-
able on the LaMnO3�001� surface due to 2Ead�O��Ead�O2�.
However, when calculations are performed under the GGA
+U scheme, the three adsorption energies exhibit dissimilar
Ueff dependences, and the order of the energetic stability for
the three adsorptions is different at different Ueff values, as
shown in Fig. 9. These dependences are consistent with the
general trends of the oxidation energies25,38,70 with Ueff, from
which we expect that the more oxidation of the surface B
ions involved in the surface species, the stronger the Ueff
dependence �a more positive slope in Fig. 10�. Among the
three O adsorption states, the O-B adsorption has the stron-
gest oxidation of B’s �forming an O2− adatom takes two elec-
trons out of the system�. Weaker Ueff dependence is observed
for the O2-B adsorption �forming an O2

− takes 1 electron out
of the system�. The O-bridge adsorption has no clear trend in
its Ueff dependence because the formation of the O2

2− perox-
ide by an O-bridge adatom bound with a lattice O2− does not
remove electrons from of the system. The differences asso-
ciated with magnetic structure for the LaMnO3 oxygen ad-
sorption energies are not significant �within �0.2 eV be-
tween FM and AAFM states�. However, the changes in
oxygen adsorption energies between the FM and GAFM
states for LaFeO3 are very large. For significant Ueff, the
magnetic energy contribution causes a 0.6–0.7 eV/O shift in
O-B and O-bridge Ead’s and a 0.2–0.3 eV shift in O2-B Ead,
which suggest that magnetic structure has significant influ-
ence on the LaFeO3 oxygen adsorption energies. Relatively
smaller differences �within �0.2 eV� of Ead’s with respect to
different magnetic states are found in the pure GGA calcula-
tions, which are due to the incorrect prediction of metallic
LaFeO3 for both the GAFM and FM states. Overall, the
O2-B adsorption remains as the most stable configuration
between Ueff=3 and 6 eV �in both FM and GAFM states�,
but the binding strengths of Ead�O-bridge� and Ead�O-B� will
depend on magnetic states and the Ueff value. We have also
observed that changes in spin states are coupled with the
adsorption energies for the LaCoO3 and LaNiO3 systems,

and spin value is quite sensitive to Ueff. Therefore, for the
LaCoO3 and LaNiO3 both spin and adsorption energies ex-
hibit some significant degree of nonlinearity with Ueff. How-
ever, as seen in Fig. 10, the scale of the adsorption energy
Ueff dependence for the two systems is greater than that of
the spin fluctuation energy vs Ueff, so the adsorption energy
vs Ueff trends are qualitatively similar to that expected from
simple oxidation energy arguments. Also, due to the more
metallic characteristics of LaCoO3 and LaNiO3, the magnetic
energy contributions to all the three Ead’s for the two systems
are expected to be much smaller than those seen in LaFeO3
and within the targeted accuracy range of this work
��0.2 eV�.

C. LaBO3 reaction energetics vs transition metal types

1. Oxygen vacancy formation energy vs B

The calculated LaBO3 bulk and surface Evac at Ueff
=0 eV and optimal Ueff as well as the experimental bulk
vacancy formation enthalpies obtained from thermogravim-
etry experiments for LaMnO3,71,72 LaFeO3,73 and LaCoO3
�Ref. 74� are shown in Fig. 11. It is noted that the experi-
mental oxygen vacancy formation reaction enthalpies are
taken from the following reaction �expressed in terms of the
Kröger-Vink notation�, 2Bx+Ox↔2B�+VO

••+ 1
2O2, in order to

match with the energetics obtained from our DFT simula-
tions. The calculated bulk and BO2 surface Evac are ordered
as Mn�Fe�Co�Ni at Ueff=0 eV and Fe�Mn�Co�Ni
at the optimal Ueff. Since including Ueff generally decreases
Evac, both bulk �except for LaFeO3� and surface Evac’s of
each system at the optimal Ueff are lower than those at Ueff
=0 eV. We find that using the optimal Ueff gives bulk va-
cancy formation energies in the correct order �Fe�Mn
�Co�, as opposed to Ueff=0 eV �Mn�Fe�Co�, and the
Evac’s at optimal Ueff are closer to the experimental values
than at Ueff=0 eV. We also find that the order of the LaBO3
optimal Ueff Evac agrees with the order of LaBO3 thermore-
duction temperatures �LaFeO3:1833 K�LaMnO3:1353 K
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�LaCoO3:1173 K�LaNiO3:873 K� reported in Refs. 75
and 76. Although the optimal Ueff still give discrepancies
compared to experiment in Evac of up to 0.5 eV, this is con-
sistent with the ��0.6 eV �Refs. 72 and 73� error bars on
the LaMnO3 and LaFeO3 experimental values and the true
errors may be significantly less than 0.5 eV. The larger en-
ergy deviation from experimental oxygen vacancy formation
enthalpies and incorrect order of Evac at Ueff=0 eV do sug-
gest that large errors ��1 eV� exist for vacancy energies
with pure GGA/LDA for LaBO3 systems. The dramatic im-
provement in order and overall error suggests that using op-
timal Ueff leads to more accurate defect reaction energetics.

To further understand oxygen vacancy formation reac-
tions under SOFC conditions, we use Eq. �6� to estimate
reaction free energies of LaBO3 surface �Gvac

� vs tempera-
ture at P�O2�=0.2 atm, both for Ueff=0 eV and for the op-
timal Ueff. The results are shown in Figs. 12�a� and 12�b�,
respectively. Since the oxygen chemical potential is greatly
stabilized by the large entropy contribution in the O2 gas
phase, all the �Gvac

� decreased as temperature increases. At
the optimal Ueff �Fig. 12�b��, the reaction free energies for Ni

and Co are negative over a significant temperature range,
which might seem to suggest that the surfaces are unstable
under these PO2 and temperature conditions. However, these
are surface defect reaction energies for isolated O vacancies
in an otherwise undefected LaBO3 structure. This ignores
potentially quite large effects associated with the presence of
other defects �e.g., cation vacancies in LaMnO3�, defect in-
teractions �e.g., oxygen vacancy-vacancy repulsion or order-
ing�, and changes in the overall Fermi level due to off sto-
ichiometry. For example, for La1−xSrxCoO3−	, an almost
linear decrease in the oxygen chemical potential is found
with increasing net electron concentration.77 Such behavior
is explained by the increase of Fermi energy level upon the
filling of the electronic bands with the electrons introduced
by oxygen vacancy formation and/or Sr doping �a rigid band
model�. Since our LaBO3 perfect vs oxygen-defected DOS
plots shown in Fig. 9 approximately follow a rigid band
model, our calculated oxygen vacancy formation energies are
expected to be dependent on the change of the Fermi energy
level from electron or hole doping. Therefore, as more oxy-
gen vacancies are formed the Fermi energy level is in-
creased, and the reaction energy of introducing the next oxy-
gen vacancy will also be increased. These more complex
defect interactions can help stabilize the surface at higher
vacancy concentrations.

It is interesting to see to what extent we can validate the
calculated surface and bulk vacancy energetics with respect
to results of temperature programmed desorption �TPD�
experiments.75,78–80 TPD experiments show peaks represent-
ing desorption of surface lattice oxygen �� oxygen� at about
�1100 K �Fe�, 1000–1100 K �Co�, 800–1100 K �Mn�, and
500–1100 K �Ni�. Thermodynamically, we expect that a large
peak in TPD associated with surface lattice oxygen will cor-
relate with the vacancy formation reaction free energy reach-
ing a value near or below zero, although kinetic factors are
involved in the TPD experiments, which are not calculated in
this work. We can therefore at least qualitatively compare the
trends of the temperatures where the predicted vacancy for-
mation free energies cross zero �see Fig. 12� with the TPD
temperatures for LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni� surface
lattice oxygen desorption. In the following discussion we
focus on the reaction energetics from the optimal Ueff since
these are expected to be the most accurate.

The absence of a desorption peak for surface oxygens in
LaFeO3 up to 1100 K �Refs. 75 and 81� is fully consistent
with the very high surface vacancy formation free energies
predicted by the calculations. Similarly, the onset of the
�-oxygen desorption temperature around 500 K in the
LaNiO3 TPD experiment75 is consistent with the very low
surface vacancy formation free energies for LaNiO3. The
�Gvac

� of LaNiO3 shown in Fig. 12 is near zero even at 300
K, which is a somewhat lower value than measured experi-
mentally. However, at such low temperature it is likely that
the lattice oxygen desorption reaction is suppressed by ki-
netic barriers in the experiments, which could account for the
higher measured temperature of desorption. It is also likely
that the low LaNiO3 surface �Gvac

� will result in understo-
ichiometry for LaNiO3 under SOFC conditions and therefore
alter the reaction energetics by introducing doped electrons
into the system. This will make it harder to form new vacan-
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Surface �Gvac
� for LaMnO3 �black�,

LaFeO3 �red�, LaCoO3 �blue�, and LaNiO3 �green� at �a� Ueff

=0 eV and �b� at optimal Ueff as a function of temperature at
P�O2�=0.2 atm. Shaded areas specify the possible BO2 surface
oxygen vacancy formation energy range between the ferromagnetic
state �given by the line� and the ground state antiferromagnetic state
as the other boundary.
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cies and increase the temperature where surface oxygen de-
sorption is observed. Finally, a shift in the LaNiO3 vacancy
formation energetics of about 0.2 eV is enough to move the
zero crossing value in Fig. 12 up to about 500 K, which
would agree well with the experiments. 0.2 eV is certainly
within the errors of these calculations and may be the source
of the discrepancy.

For LaMnO3, an obvious �-oxygen desorption peak be-
tween 800 and 1100 K in O2 TPD75,81 suggests a much lower
�Gvac

� than our calculated value �the intercept temperature at
�Gvac

� =0 for LaMnO3 at optimal Ueff is �2400 K�. The dis-
crepancy is likely due to the LaMnO3 oxygen overstoichiom-
etry �LaMnO3+	, where 	=0.08–0.18 between 873 and
1273K� in the high P�O2� region.71,82 The overstoichiometry
is due to cation vacancies, which introduce electron holes
into the system. These extra holes can be thought of as cre-
ating Mn4+, which will be easier to reduce than Mn3+ in the
stoichiometric sample and will make it easier to form oxygen
vacancies than our stoichiometric calculations suggest. In
fact, it has been reported in Refs. 75 and 76 that thermore-
duction temperature for Mn4+→Mn3+ is 808 K, while that
for Mn3+→Mn2+ is 1353 K, consistent with significantly
easier reduction energies for Mn4+→Mn3+ compared to
Mn3+→Mn2+. Therefore, the desorption temperature of sur-
face oxygen of overstoichiometirc LaMnO3+	 under SOFC
conditions is expected to be strongly overestimated by using
the stoichiometric LaMnO3 surface �Gvac

� , which is consis-
tent with our results. It is worth noting that the �Gvac

� pre-
dicted for Ueff=0 is clearly much too large, further support-
ing the need to use optimal Ueff.

Similarly to LaMnO3, the predicted �Gvac
� for LaCoO3

seems at first inconsistent with the measured TPD peaks for
surface oxygen. TPD experiments yield a LaCoO3 surface
oxygen desorption peak between 1000 and 1100 K.75,78 Our
predicted temperature for surface oxygen desorption based
on where �Gvac

� crossed zero is about 630 K at P�O2�
=0.2 atm and would drop even further at the lower PO2
used in the TPD experiments �a flow of high purity helium
carrier gas is generally applied during the O2 TPD
measurements78,81�. Besides kinetic factors, which could
cause a temperature hysteresis on the appearance of the lat-
tice oxygen desorption during the heating of the TPD, we

believe that the source of the discrepancy, as with LaMnO3,
is that the ab initio calculations are for a stoichiometric ma-
terials while the real material under experimental conditions
will likely be nonstoichiometric. As mentioned previously, it
has been reported in Ref. 77 that an almost linear decrease in
the oxygen chemical potential is found with increasing net
electron concentration for La1−xSrxCoO3−	. The calculated
oxygen vacancy formation energies are therefore expected to
be dependent on the change of the Fermi energy level from
electron or hole doping. For a system at low PO2 with sig-
nificant oxygen vacancies we expect that the desorption of
surface oxygen will occur at a higher temperature than that
predicted by stoichiometric compound energetics. The nons-
toichiometry effect upon reaction energetics of LaBO3 sys-
tems is currently under further investigation.

2. Oxygen adsorption energies vs B

Figure 13 shows the ab initio calculated oxygen adsorp-
tion energetics for each metal cation for both Ueff=0 eV
�Fig. 13�a�� and Ueff=optimal �Fig. 13�b��. The O adsorption
energetics at optimal Ueff suggest that O2-B adsorption is
more stable than the O-B adsorption for all the four LaBO3
systems, in contrast to the O adsorption energetics at Ueff
=0 eV, which suggest that O-B adsorption is energetically
more favorable than O2-B adsorption for LaMnO3 and
LaFeO3. The change with Ueff is consistent with the general
trend of increasing redox potential with Ueff. Since DFT+U
stabilizes the reduction products and destabilizes the oxida-
tion products, the O-B adsorption, in which oxygen adatom
is doubly bonded to the surface B cation �strong oxidation of
B�, will be destabilized with increasing Ueff.

Here we compare the ab initio predictions to experimental
data on surface oxygen species in LaBO3 and closely related
compounds. The chemisorbed diatomic oxygen species on
LaBO3 or Sr doped LaBO3 surfaces are commonly reported
as  oxygens in experiments78,80,81,83,84 and they are identi-
fied with a desorption peak existing at a lower temperature as
compared to that of structural � oxygens. The amounts of
desorbed  oxygens and the  oxygen desorption tempera-
ture tend to decrease with the increase of atomic number of
the transition metal with the exception of LaFeO3 �LaFeO3
has the lowest -oxygen adsorption capacity among the ex-
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plored B’s �B=Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni� in the TPD
experiments81 and exhibits no -oxygen desorption peak
during the heating to 1073 K�. Except for LaFeO3, it is
shown in Ref. 81 that  oxygens on LaBO3 surfaces are
desorbed upon heating between 473 and 673 K. In Ref. 83,
two chemisorbed dioxygens �O2

− and O2
2−� on

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 were observed by diffuse reflectance Fourier
transformed infrared spectrometry in the temperature range
of 773–873 K and such dioxygen species are desorbed above
873 K. The above experimental observations suggest that the
binding of adsorbed  oxygens on LaBO3 surfaces could be
weak since the -oxygen desorption peaks occur at relatively
low temperatures. The low-temperature desorption is gener-
ally consistent with the weak binding energies ��0.5 eV�
found for the optimal Ueff in Fig. 13�b� �and inconsistent
with the very strong binding energies for some cases found
with Ueff=0 in Fig. 13�a��. In addition, the spectrometry sug-
gests that adsorbed dioxygen species �O2-B or O-bridge�,
instead of dissociatively adsorbed and doubly bonded O-B
monomers, are the more stable oxygen species on LaMnO3
surfaces at lower temperatures.81,83,84 This is again broadly
consistent with the adsorption energetics for optimal Ueff,
which suggests that dioxygen species are the most stable on
the surface. However, the adsorption energies at the optimal
Ueff suggest that the amount of O-bridge �O2

2−� adsorption
under equilibrium conditions is much smaller than the O2-B
�O2

−� adsorption at low temperatures �except for LaNiO3� on
�001� BO2 surfaces. It is possible that other factors not
treated in our calculations, such as the existence of other
types of surfaces or the insulator or semiconductor and mag-
netic characteristics at low temperature, could result in the
greater amount of surface O2

2− peroxides in the experiments.
More extensive calculations and detailed experiments will be
needed to make a more precise comparison. Here we simply
point out the qualitative agreement between the experimental
results �the weak LaBO3 oxygen adsorption energy and the
observation of surface adsorbed dioxygen species instead of
doubly bonded oxygen and atom� and the calculated oxygen
adsorption energetics at the optimal Ueff.

In order to consider the effects of temperature on the oxy-
gen adsorption, Figs. 14�a�–14�c� show the �G� of surface
O-B, O-bridge, and O2-B adsorptions on LaFeO3 FM,
LaFeO3 GAFM, and LaCoO3 FM BO2 surfaces, respectively.
LaFeO3 and LaCoO3 are chosen as they do not exhibit as
significant oxygen nonstoichiometry73,74 as LaMnO3 and
LaNiO3 under SOFC conditions, so we expect our stoichio-
metric LaBO3 DFT simulations to be the most accurate for
these two systems. The surface adsorption free energies,
�Gad

� , are normalized per B site so that the �Gad
� of the

surface O2-B adsorption is equal to 2�GO2-B
� , that of the sur-

face O-B adsorption is equal to �GO-B
� , and that of the sur-

face O-bridge adsorption is equal to �GO-bridge
� . The motiva-

tion for this normalization is that, assuming only one
O-bridge can be absorbed near each B site �each B site is
surrounded by four bridge sites�, �Gad

� is easier to relate to
concentration, measured as a fraction of B sites occupied.
Figures 15�a�–15�c� show the corresponding B-site coverage
vs temperature using the ideal Langmuir adsorption model85

with the calculated oxygen adsorption �Gad
� . It is seen that

adsorbed O2 dimers are the most stable surface oxygen spe-
cies on the LaFeO3 and LaCoO3 surfaces at lower tempera-
tures. Due to large entropy contributions in the O2 gas phase,
all the oxygen surface species are destabilized with increas-
ing temperature. The positive �Gad

� at high temperatures sug-
gest a very low oxygen surface coverage under SOFC con-
ditions. Since O2-B has twice as much O adsorption per B
site as compared to O-B and O-bridge adsorptions, the slope
of O2-B �Gad

� vs T is almost twice �not exact twice because
of different vibrational free energy treatments for adsorbed
O2 dimer and O monomer� that of O-B and O-bridge. These
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FIG. 14. �Color online� �Gad
� �per B site� vs temperature �O-B:

solid black line, O2-B: dotted blue line, and O-bridge: dashed or-
ange line at P�O2�=0.2 atm at the optimal Ueff for �a� LaFeO3

�FM�, �b� LaFeO3 �GAFM�, and �b� LaCoO3 �FM� BO2 surfaces.
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slopes suggests that although O2-B adsorption is more stable
than O-B and O-bridge at low temperatures, a crossover of
�Gad

� of O2-B vs O-B �and O-bridge� would eventually occur
at a higher temperature. Above this crossover temperature,
the adsorbed O monomer state would become more stable

than the adsorbed O2 dimer state. This transition to absorbed
monomers is essentially due to the greater surface configu-
rational entropy of the separate O compared to O2 molecules.
It is noted that the intrinsic ab initio and convergence errors
�likely as large as a few hundred meV� in this work could
result in significant deviation in the prediction of low-
temperature coverage behavior in Fig. 15. Additional uncer-
tainties in the analysis leading to Fig. 15 are introduced by
the assumption of a Langmuir isotherm and ideal solution
behavior for the oxygen species on the surface. Despite the
many uncertainties in the calculations, they demonstrate the
qualitative trends we expect with temperature and suggest
that entropic effects and binding energies are close enough
that an entropy driven crossover from dioxygen to monomer
oxygen species is possible. Above the crossover temperature
oxygen would largely dissociate on the surface �although ki-
netic barriers may inhibit the process� even without the aid
of surface vacancies to split the oxygen.

It is important to note that the adsorption energetics
shown in Fig. 14 were calculated for the stoichiometric sys-
tem and will have similar limitations to those identified for
stoichiometic vacancy energetics. In particular, under SOFC
conditions, LaMnO3 exhibits overstoichiometry �LaMnO3+	�
and LaNiO3 exhibits understoichiometry �LaNiO3−	�. The
surface oxygen adsorption energies involving oxidation of
surface B cations �O-B and O2-B� will be higher for
LaMnO3+	 and lower for LaNiO3−	 when compared to the
stoichiometric phases. Similar changes will occur for the
LaCoO3 and LaFeO3 compounds, although we expect the
deviations from stoichiometry to be smaller than for
LaMnO3 and LaNiO3.

IV. SUMMARY

To investigate LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni� ORR en-
ergetics under SOFC conditions, we have applied GGA+U
calculations with O2 energy correction to account for the
self-interaction errors in the LaBO3 solids and the energy
error from O2 gas molecules entering into oxide solids in
DFT. We have further combined the calculated ab initio re-
action energies with an empirical oxygen chemical potential
and vibrational free energy corrections to estimate the non-
configurational contribution to defects and surface adsorp-
tion reaction free energies ��G�� under SOFC conditions.
Important surface properties related to the cathodic oxygen
reduction reaction in SOFCs, such as surface oxygen vacan-
cies and adsorbed surface oxygen species, are studied
through the reaction energies of oxygen vacancy formation
and adsorption �O-B, O2-B, and O-bridge�. All surface stud-
ies are focused on �001� BO2 surfaces since it was deter-
mined that �001� LaO terminated surfaces, due to their high
oxygen binding energies, were likely to be passivated and
not play a major role in the oxygen reduction reaction
�ORR�. A wide range of Ueff �Ueff=0–6.4 eV� are explored
to understand the reaction energies vs Ueff trends. It is seen
that the reaction energies associated with reduction reactions
are generally decreased and those associated with oxidation
reaction are increased with increasing Ueff, and the extent of
reaction energy dependence on Ueff is correlated with the
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FIG. 15. �Color online� Surface B-site coverage based on the
ideal Langmuir adsorption model with the calculated �GO_ad

�

�P�O2�=0.2 atm� at the optimal Ueff for �a� LaFeO3 �FM�,
�b�LaFeO3 �GAFM�, and �c� LaCoO3. The results suggest that BO2

surface B sites are likely to be covered by adsorbed O2 dimers at
low temperatures. The adsorbed O2 dimmer would be desorbed
upon heating and surface B-site coverage becomes small �almost
bare surface�.
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extent of reduction or oxidation in the reaction. An exception
to this trend with Ueff is bulk LaFeO3, where an increase of
oxygen vacancy formation energy upon increasing Ueff is
found. This exception is shown to arise because of the
unique electronic structure of LaFeO3, which has a half filled
d shell. Surprisingly, this exception for bulk LaFeO3 does not
occur at the surface. Due to surface effects, surface Fe3+ ions
are partially oxidized and do not have the half filled d shell
seen in the bulk. The surface vacancy formation reaction
energies therefore do not exhibit the same trends with Ueff as
the LaFeO3 bulk.

We have applied the optimal Ueff from Ref. 25 to inves-
tigate the reaction energetics vs transition metal types. Our
optimal Ueff results suggest that the order of LaBO3 oxygen
vacancy formation energies is Fe�Mn�Co�Ni. The cal-
culations predict that O2-B adsorption �O-bridge for Ni� is
the more stable oxygen species than O-B at low temperatures
and that oxygen coverage on these systems is likely to be
very low under operating conditions. The results for oxygen
vacancies and adsorption are in better agreements with ex-
perimental data �both oxygen vacancy formation enthalpies
and oxygen desorption in O2 TPD experiments� than those at
Ueff=0 eV. The results suggest that defect reaction energy
errors are quite significant with pure LDA/GGA and can be
reduced by applying Ueff. It is possible that kinetic barriers
will also exhibit Ueff dependence since transition states of
reactions can involve at least partial oxidation or reduction of
the systems.

We have shown that �001� BO2 surface Evac are 1–2 eV
lower than those of the bulk for all the four LaBO3 systems
and across all Ueff. Although it is expected that surface oxy-
gen vacancy concentration is higher than in the bulk, our
calculation results demonstrate a very large quantitative ef-
fect. This suggests that for systems with high bulk Evac such
as LaMnO3 and LaFeO3, the surface vacancy concentration
will be orders of magnitude larger than in the bulk, which
will impact the surface vs bulk oxygen transport and other
surface processes associated with the ORR. For systems with
low bulk Evac, such as LaCoO3 and LaNiO3, although their
surface vacancy concentrations are also expected to be
higher than their bulk values, the larger bulk concentrations
cannot be amplified by nearly as large a factor before defect
interactions start to change the energetics. The energetics cal-
culated in this paper can be used to help build models of
important surface properties related to the ORR, e.g., surface
oxygen vacancy concentration, surface oxygen diffusion co-
efficient, and surface oxygen exchange coefficient. The re-
sults provided here help in understanding the surfaces of
LaBO3 �B=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni� perovskites and are a valuable
foundation for performing studies of ORR mechanisms.
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